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February 9, 2001 

Paul Lohaus 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
One White Flint North 
11555 Rockville Pike 
Rockville, MD 20852 

Dear Mr. Lohaus: 

Please find enclosed a finished copy of the latest suggested state regulation from the 

Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors. Part P - Contingency Planning for 

Response to Radioactive Material Emergencies was adopted by the Board of Directors of 

CRCPD on January 12, 2000. After reviewing the document, the NRC requested changes in 

the language of Part P. The enclosed copy of Part P reflects the change in language requested 

by the NRC. This revised Part P was adopted by the CRCPD Board of Directors on February 

8, 2001. The CRCPD requests the NRC's concurrence with this revised Part P.  

The CRCPD further requests that correspondence relative to Federal Concurrence from your 

agency be submitted within 60 days of receipt of this correspondence.  

Thank you for your attention to this important matter.

Sincerely, 

Patricia Gorman 
Deputy Director, CRCPD
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cc: Charles Hardin, Executive Director, CRCPD 
Paul S. Schmidt, Chairperson, CRCPD 
Jim McNees, Chair, SSRCR Council 
Ken Weaver, Chair, SR-12 Part P working group
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PART P 

CONTINGENCY PLANNING FOR RESPONSE TO 
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL EMERGENCIES 

Sec. P.1 - Purpose. This Part provides for preparedness and response to events involving actual or 
potential release of radioactive material by specifying the content and exercise of a licensee contingency 
plan.  

Sec. P.2 - Scope.  

a. Any person licensed to receive, possess, own, acquire, use, process, store, transfer or dispose of 
radioactive material is subject to this Part.  

b. In addition to conforming to the licensing requirements in Part C of these regulations and the 
standards for protection in Part D of these regulations, a licensee with forms and quantities of 
radioactive material specified in this Part is required to evaluate and prepare to respond to an 
eventac...den or in.ident involving possible release of radioactive material. Readiness to 
respond emphasizes immediate activities such as containment, rescue, notifications, and securing 
the scene of an event.  

Sec. P.3 - Definitions. As used in this Part, these terms have the definitions set forth below.  

"Accident" means any unintended event (including an operating error, equipment failure or other 
mishap) which could (1) result in a dose in excess of regulatory limits on site or for the public or (2) 
have consequences or potential consequences which cannot be ignored from the point of view 
of protection or safety (such as an actual or potential substantial degradation of the level of protection or 
safety of the facility or release of radioactive material in sufficient quantity to warrant consideration of 
protective actions).  

"Alert" is in oress, or has occurre th_•=tn!_dcLead to a rel _ 
radioactive material but that the release is not expected to require a resotnse by offsite response 
orianizations to Drotect persons offsite. that an accident has ourred, is in progress, or. is imm•ine• t 

hichn lves actual zro potential degradation . f .the level of safety of the facility and re nse, 
poib inlunght f9 duty staff of the fility or- ite respne organizations reprt todu 

st-ationsa. Dur-ing an alert the potentiAl relAAeas f radioaetive material is not expected to reqir
repneby effskie r-esponse or-ganizations to protet persons off-site unless the aituntion becomes mer-

"Drill" means a supervised, hands-on instruction period intended to test, develop or maintain a specific 
emergency response capability. A drill may be a component of an exercise.  

"Emergency" means an event requiring prompt action to mitigate a threat to the health and safety of 
workers and the public or a threat of damage to the environment.
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"Emergency planning zone" means a geographic area surrounding a specific facility for which special 
planning and preparedness efforts are carried out to ensure that prompt and effective protective actions 
can reduce or minimize the impact of releases of radioactive material to public health and safety or to the 
environment.  

"Evacuation" means the urgent removal of people from an area to avoid or reduce high level, short-term 
exposure.  

"Event" means a situation reasonably discrete in time, location and consequences.  

"Exercise" means a multi-faceted activity that tests the plans, procedures, adequacy of training, 
resources, and integrated capability of an emergency response system.  

["General emergency" means an accident has occurred or is in progress which involves actual or 
imminent catastrophic reduction of facility safety systems with potential for loss of containment or 
confinement integrity or release of radioactive material that can be reasonably expected to exceed offsite 
protective action guides.1/] 

"Immediate" means within not more than fifteen minutes or as otherwise specified in writing by the 
licensee.  

"Incident" means any unintended event involving radioactive material for which the public dose is a 
fraction of regulatory limits and safety provisions are sufficient, but further degradation of safety systems 
could lead to an accident condition.  

"Offsite response organization" means the non-licensee offsite organizations which may be needed to 
respond to an emergency, including, but not limited to, local fire, police, ambulance and hospital 
services.  

"Projected dose" means a future dose calculated for a specified time period on the basis of estimated or 
measured initial concentrations of radionuclides or exposure rates and in the absence of protective 
actions.  

"Protective action" means an action taken by members of the public to protect themselves from radiation 
from an accident involving radioactive material. Protective action may include sheltering, evacuation, 
relocation, control of access, administration of a radioprotective drug, decontamination of persons, 
decontamination of land or property, or control of food or water.  

"Protective action guide" means a projected dose from an accidental release of radioactive material at 
which protective action is to be considered.  

1 A definition of "general emergency" isprovidedfor reference and completeness. It is unlikely that any state licensee would need to 

plan for a general emergency
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"Relocation" means the removal or, after a plume has passed, continued exclusion of people from 
contaminated areas to avoid chronic radiation dose.  

"Sheltering" means the use of a structure for radiation protection from an airborne plume containing 
radioactive material.  

"Site" means the physical area within the site boundary, including the area upon which the licensee 
conducts activities and any restricted area. The site boundary is that line beyond which the land or 
property is not owned, leased, or otherwise controlled by the licensee.  

"Site area emergency" means anvent may occur. is i ouj~gress. or has occurredthat could leadto 
4,-~.+ ~o,~P~ -. Ara"i;p 4"4p~i 01A thk f IA rni~rl 16 VPfiflP yc~tprcrnp

"oranizations to rA tcidenrt hon ofocsured, it in. prr-gr e- ., or. is immin•ff- ent 
whi.h invl've, actual or pro-bable major fai.. .es of facility ftmn..i.n. needed fcr. the pretc.i.n of the 
nabliz. A site erea emerccnev will r-eeuir-e contact with off-site meesone er-aonizatiens to vrtect i~er-on
effike.  

Sec. P.4 - Dose Evaluation and Contingency Planning. Each application to possess radioactive material 
in unsealed form, on a foil or plated source, or sealed in glass in excess of the quantities in Part P, 
Appendix A, "Quantities of Radioactive Materials Requiring Consideration of the Need for a 
Contingency Plan for Responding to a Release", must contain either: 

a. An evaluation, as described in P.5, showing that the projected dose to a person offsite due to a 
release of radioactive material would not exceed 0.01 Sievert (1 rem) total effective dose 
equivalent or 0.05 Sievert (5 rem) to the thyroid; or 

b. A contingency plan, as prescribed in P.6, for responding to any aeeid m _te-e Lin which 
radioactive material could be released from the site.  

Sec. P.5 - Evaluation of Potential Dose. In evaluating the total effective dose equivalent to an 
individual pursuant to P.4a above, the applicant may take into account whether: 

a. The radioactive material is physically separated so that only a portion could be involved in an 
aoeeid malert or site area emrIeni, 

b. All or part of the radioactive material, because of the way it is stored or packaged, is not subject 
to release during an aeoidontalert or site area emer.Kn_.; 

c. The release fraction in the respirable size range is predicted to be lower than the release fraction 
shown in Part P, Appendix A, due to the chemical or physical form of the material; 

d. The solubility in body fluids of the radioactive material is predicted to reduce the dose received; 

e. Facility design or engineered safety features in the facility are predicted to cause the release 
fraction to be lower than shown in Part P, Appendix A;
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f. Operating restrictions or procedures are predicted to prevent any release fraction equal to or 
larger than that shown in Part P, Appendix A.  

Sec. P.6 - Contents of a Contingency Plan. A contingency plan for responding to a release oef a•__yet 
in hich_ radioactive material could bjele dfrotnAhe-sit~esubmitted pursuant to P.4b above shall 
include the following information, in separate sections having each page numbered and labeled with a 
revision date and revision number: 

a. Facility description. A brief description of the applicant's facility and surroundings.  

b. Types of accidents. An identification of each type of aeoideit-alert or site area emergency 
involving radioactive material for which actions by licensee staff or offsite response 
organizations will be needed to protect members of the public.  

c. Classification of accidents. A method for classifying and declaring each eoidem-as-a alert or 
site area [or general] emergency as defined in P.3.  

d. Detection of accidents. Identification of the means for detecting each type of aeeidmet-ale_•_r 
site area emergencv in a timely manner.  

e. Mitigation of consequences. A brief description of the means and equipment which are available 
for mitigating the consequences of each type of incident or aecident alert or site are&emenrgency, 
including (1) those provided to protect workers onsite, (2) a description of the program for 
maintaining the equipment, (3) radiological exposure controls for onsite and offsite response 
personnel, and (4) readiness to carry out special efforts within any designated emergency 
planning zone as defined in P.3.  

f. Assessment of releases. A brief description of the methods and equipment available to assess 
releases of radioactive material.  

g. Responsibilities.  

i. The names and titles of the applicant's personnel responsible for developing, maintaining 
and updating the contingency plan.  

ii. A brief description of the responsibilities of the applicant's personnel who will respond if 
an alert or site area [or general] emergency were declared, including identification of 
personnel responsible for promptly notifying offsite response organizations, including the 
Agency.  

iii. A list of offsite response organizations, description of their responsibilities and 
anticipated actions, and copy of formal commitments, if any.  

h. Notification, coordination and use of offsite response organizations.
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i. A brief description of the means, in the event of an alert or site area [or general] 
emergency, to promptly notify the offsite response organizations listed pursuant to 
P.6g.iii. above.  

ii. A brief description of the arrangements made for requesting by telephone and effectively 
coordinating and using offsite organizations capable of augmenting the planned onsite 
response, including arrangements for backup communications and 24-hour capability.  

iii. The assistance requested may include, but need not be limited to, medical treatment of 
contaminated or injured onsite workers.  

iv. A description or drawing of designated locations from which control and assessment of 
an a n t-r enc would be exercised (i.e., command center and 
control points).  

v. Provisions for notification and coordination in case key personnel, parts of the facility, or 
some equipment are unavailable.  

i. Information to be communicated.  

i. A brief description of the information to be provided to offsite response organizations, 
including the Agency, in the event of an alert or site area [or general] emergency.  

ii. The types of information to be provided shall include the declared status of the facility, a 
description of actual or potential releases of radioactive material, the names and 
telephone numbers of personnel designated as points of contact, who has been affected, 
and any recommendations for protective action.  

iii. A brief description of the types of information to be provided to the public by facility 
staff and through offsite response organizations.  

iv. If protective action by the public is part of the contingency plan, a description of how the 
public will be trained to perform the action (such as removal and disposition of 
contamination).  

j. Training.  

i . A brief description of the performance objectives and plans for initial and annual training 
that the applicant will provide to workers about how to respond to an emergency, 
including any special instructions and orientation tours that the applicant will provide for 
fire, police, medical and other emergency response personnel.  

ii. Provisions for familiarizing radiation workers and non-radiation workers, including 
off-site responders, with site-specific hazards and emergency procedures.
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iii. Provisions for adequately preparing site personnel for their responsibilities in the event of 
serious inceident or acdent adlem t or ste roea e c. scenarios postulated for the 
specific site, including the use of drills, exercises and team training for such scenarios.  

k. Drills and exercises. Specifications for: 

i. Conducting quarterly communications checks with offsite response organizations that 
include the verification and updating of all necessary telephone numbers and other 
electronic communication addresses.  

ii. Conducting at least one radiological/health physics, medical and fire drill every two years 
and conducting, between required biennial drills, at least one drill involving a 
combination of some of the principal functional areas of the licensee's onsite emergency 
response capabilities.  

iii. Inviting offsite response organizations to participate in onsite exercises conducted 
pursuant to P. 10 below? 

iv. Using several aeeiden-alert or site emergeyscenarios, including those involving many 
of the potential responders identified in the contingency plan and those postulated as 
most probable for the specific site, up to and including the maximum credible accident.  

v. Ensuring that aeeidet-alert or site emegencyv scenarios are apropriately known or.not 
knQownto exercise participants as prescribed in the contingency plan.  

1. Safe condition. A brief description of the site-specific criteria for a safe condition and means of 
restoring the facility and surroundings to a safe condition after an-aeeidein c__Qr__sitar__ea 

Sec. P.7 - Comment from Offsite Response Organizations. Not less than 60 days prior to submittal of 
the contingency plan to the Agency, the applicant shall provide the contingency plan for 
comment to offsite response organizations expected to respond in case ofan-aeeidentarizsjtW 
area nmergency, including, but not limited to, local fire, ambulance, and hospital emergency 
response officials. Amendments to the plan shall also be provided to offsite agencies for 
comment before submittal to the Agency. The licensee shall provide each comment received 
within the 60 days to the Agency with the contingency plan or amendment.  

Sec. P.8 - Hazardous Chemicals. The applicant shall certify to the Agency that it has met its 
responsibilities under the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act of 1986, Title III, 
Pub. L. 99-499, if applicable to the applicant's activities at the proposed place of use of the radioactive 
material.  

Participation of offsite response organizations in exercises, although remwended, is not required
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Sec. P.9 - Training. Each licensee required to submit a contingency plan pursuant to P.4b shall provide 
training to facility staff and off-site response organization personnel at intervals not to exceed one year 
for each person who has a responsibility for responding to accidents postulated as most probable for the 
specific site.  

Sec. P. 10 - Conduct of Drills and Exercises. Each licensee that is required to submit a contingency plan 
pursuant to P.4b shall: 

a. Conduct drills and exercises at required intervals not to exceed two years to test the response to 
simulated emergencies; 

b. Perform critiques of drills and exercises and ensure that such critiques evaluate the 
appropriateness of the contingency plan, emergency procedures, facilities, equipment, training of 
personnel, and overall effectiveness of the response; 

c. Unless the Agency approves otherwise, ensure that the critique of each exercise is performed by 
individuals not having direct implementation responsibility for conducting the exercise; and 

d. Correct deficiencies noted in the critique of each drill and exercise within a time period for 
corrective action which is specified to the Agency [cite appropriate state agency] in writing.  

Sec. P. 11 - Plan Implementation. Each licensee required to submit a contingency plan pursuant to P.4b 
shall: 

a. Comply with each provision and specification of the contingency plan submitted to the Agency 
[cite appropriate state agency]; and 

b. Notify offsite response organizations, including the Agency [cite appropriate state agency], 
immediately gandnopIo_ • hwanoehoIurafter the licensee declares an alert;__gr site area emergency 
or generl. area . merg. .y..3/ 

c. Promptly report any projected dose and protective action recommendation as prescribed in the 
contingency plan.  

Sec. P. 12 - Plan Revision. Each licensee that is required to submit a contingency plan pursuant to P.4b 
shall, with each page numbered and labeled with a revision date and revision number: 

a. Update the contingency plan at intervals not to exceed one year, and provide the update to the 
Agency [cite appropriate state agency] and to affected offsite response organizations within 30 
days after the update is completed; and 

N1 The reporting requirements of P. l1b above does not supersede or relieve a licensee from complying with the 
Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-know Act of 1986 (title Ill, Pub. L. 99-499), nor Part C, nor the reporting 
requirements of other State or federal agencies.
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b. Obtain Agency [cite appropriate state agency] approval in writing before implementing changes 
to the plan except for updates to names, titles, and telephone numbers. For information purposes 
only, updates of individual names, titles, assignments of responsibility, and telephone numbers 
are to be reported to the Agency and to affected offsite response organizations within 30 days.  

Sec. P. 13 - Documentation and Recordkeeping. Each licensee required to submit a contingency plan 
pursuant to P.4b shall retain records of contingency plan training, drills and exercises pursuant to P.6, 
and revisions and records of all notifications and reports pursuant to P. 12 or Part C of these regulations 
in accord with the recordkeeping requirements of Part C of these regulations.
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Part P 

Appendix A 

Ouantities of Radioactive Materials Requiring Consideration of the Need 
for a Contineency Plan for Respondina to a Release

D �

Release 
rf.+;

'kA.L1 aL1 V-+ . I /. JM I ( 1.1.fSJ'"

Oii]rntitv

(C.1�n�

(Clrnrtitv

(ri';

Actinium-228 
Americium-241 
Americium-242 
Americium-243 
Antimony- 124 
Antimony- 126 
Barium-133 
Barium-140 
Bismuth-207 
Bismuth-210 
Cadmium- 109 
Cadmium-i 13 
Calcium-45 
Californium-252 
Carbon-14 (Non-CO) 
Cerium-141 
Cerium-144 
Cesium-134 
Cesium- 137 
Chlorine-36 
Chromium-51 
Cobalt-60 
Copper-64 
Curium-242 
Curium-243 
Curium-244 
Curium-245 
Europium- 152 
Europium- 154 
Europium- 155 
Gadolinium- 153 
Gold- 198

0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.001 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.5 
0.01 
0.001 
0.01 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01

148,000 
74 
74 
74 

148,000 
222,000 
370,000 

1,110,000 
185,000 
22,200 
37,000 

2,960 
740,000 

333 
1,850,000 

370,000 
11,100 
74,000 

111,000 
3,700 

11,100,000 
185,000 

7,400,000 
2,220 

110 
148 

74 
18,500 
14,800 

111,000 
185,000 

1,110,000

4,000 
2 
2 
2 

4,000 
6,000 

10,000 
30,000 

5,000 
600 

1,000 
80 

20,000 
9 (20 mg) 

50,000 
10,000 

300 
2,000 
3,000 

100 
300,000 

5,000 
200,000 

60 
3 
4 
2 

500 
400 

3,000 
5,000 

30,000
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Radioactive Material'/
Release 
Fraction

sJ�aLflfly ��,.fl.jJtfl V

(GBQ) (Ci)

Hafnium- 172 
Hafnium- 181 
Holmium- 166m 
Hydrogen-3 
Indium-I 14m 
Iodine-124 
Iodine- 131 
Iridium- 192 
Iron-550.01 
Iron-590.01 
Krypton-85 
Lead-2 10 
Manganese-56 
Mercury-203 
Molybdenum-99 
Neptunium-237 
Nickel-63 
Niobium-94 
Phosphorus-32 
Phosphorus-33 
Polonium-2 10 
Potassium-42 
Promethium- 145 
Promethium- 147 
Ruthenium- 106 
Samarium-151 
Scandium-46 
Selenium-75 
Silver- 1l0m 
Sodium-22 
Sodium-24 
Strontium-89 
Strontium-90 
Sulfur-35 
Technetium-99 
Technetium-99m 
Tellurium- 127m 
Tellurium- 129m 
Terbium- 160 
Thulium- 170

0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.5 
0.01 
0.5 
0.5 
0.001 

1,480,000 
259,000 

1.0 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.001 
0.01 
0.01 
0.5 
0.5 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.5 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01

14,800 
259,000 

3,700 
740,000 

37,000 
370 
370 

1,480,000 
40,000 

7,000 
222,000,000 

296 
2,220,000 

370,000 
1,110,000 

74 
740,000 

11,100 
3,700 

37,000 
370 

333,000 
148,000 
148,000 

7,400 
148,000 
111,000 
370,000 

37,000 
333,000 
370,000 
111,000 

3,330 
33,30 

370,000 
14,800,000 

185,000 
185,000 
148,000 
148,000

Plo
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400 
7,000 

100 
20,000 

1,000 
10 
10 

40,000 

6,000,000 
8 

60,000 
10,000 
30,000 

2 
20,000 

300 
100 

1,000 
10 

9,000 
4,000 
4,000 

200 
4,000 
3,000 

10,000 
1,000 
9,000 

10,000 
3,000 

90 
900 

10,000 
400,000 

5,000 
5,000 
4,000 
4,000
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P �A�r.apt�,a ?�Aot.wi
f.ui.A;~L + TA. .ý 111~, t. .. t

Tin-113 
Tin-123 
Tin- 126 
Titanium-44 
Vanadium-48 
Xenon-133 
Yttrium-91 
Zinc-65 
Zirconium-93 
Zirconium-95 

Any other beta-gamma 
emitter 

Mixed fission products 
Contaminated equipment, 

beta-gamma 
Irradiated material, any form 

other than solid 
noncombustible 

Mixed radioactive waste, 
beta-gamma 

Packaged mixed waste,2/ 

beta-gamma 
Any other alpha emitter 
Contaminated equipment, 

alpha 
Packaged waste, alpha2j

F For combinationsof radioactivematerials, the licensee is required to consider whethera contingencyplan is needed ifthe sum of the ratios of the quantity 

of each radioactive material authorized to the quantity listed for that material above exceeds one.  

2/ Waste packaged in Type B containers does not require a contingency plan

P1l

Release 
FPrnpti (f%

0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
1.0 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01

0.01 
0.01 

0.001 

0.01 

0.01 

0.001 
0.001 

0.0001 
0.0001

Quantity 
((TMnI

370,000 
111,000 
37,000 

3,700 
259,000 

33,300,000 
74,000 

185,000 
14,800 

185,000

370,000 
37,000 

370,000 

37,000 

37,000 

370,000 
74

740 
740

Quantity 
(C;ý

10,000 
3,000 
1,000 

100 
7,000 

900,000 
2,000 
5,000 

400 
5,000 

10,000 
1,000 

10,000 

1,000 

1,000 

10,000 
2 

20 
20
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2000 Rationale for Part P

2000 
RATIONALE FOR REVISIONS 

PART P 

CONTINGENCY PLANNING FOR RESPONSE TO 
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL EMERGENCIES 

Introduction 

Part P provides for preparedness and response to events involving actual or potential release of 
radioactive material by specifying the content and exercise of a licensee contingency plan. Certain 
licensees are required to evaluate and prepare to respond to any release of radioactive material in an 
accident.  

By addition of this Part P, the requirements for immediate containment, rescue, notifications, and 
securing the scene of an event are now located separate from Part C (Licensing of Radioactive Material) 
in the Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation (SSRCR) of the Conference of Radiation 
Control Program Directors (CRCPD).  

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulations upon which Part P is based-in particular 10 CFR 
3.4 30.32(i), 30.72 Schedule C,40.3 1(i), 40.31(j), 40.34(f) & 70.22(i)--were published by April 7, 
1989 (54 FR 14051), Emergency Preparedness for Fuel Cycle and Other Radioactive Material Licenses 
(10 CFR parts 30, 40, and 70), effective April 7, 1990. The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
considers their adoption a matter of compatibility for an Agreement State. CRCPD considers these 
regulations essential to a Naturally Occurring and Accelerator Produced Radioactive Material (NARM) 
Licensing State. Cognizance was also taken of the June 22, 1995 (60 FR 32430-32442), Emergency 
Planning Licensing Requirements for Independent Spent Fuel Storage Facilities (ISFSI) and Monitored 
Retrievable Storage Facilities (MRS), 10 CFR__ Part 72, Final Rule.  

General 

The purpose of Part P stated in Section P. 1 is for a licensee to be prepared to respond to an event 
involving actual or potential release of radioactive material.  

.The er •"Coatinpgency'LintheJi~tleQ ~f TaM'emphasizes planing adI2teparetaeSStQreSDo~idtQ 
_mhu!levettualities. An ewiaas-made to achieve stec_ with respnse •anngand racti' 
betwe.en anda•nopn•u ml1 _t pwsof radio_ 1ocal. and also nonradiolggicap•,e paed s an nse 

ptve International Atomierg Agaeny anundLtheC mpIen_.iv_ 
Ecnvnmental_ sP ,_C pA ilmeed the. EnvironmeIb 
Pr rQctLi n__Ayg _and theS tate aigencies 

DecisiQns t include orexude _crt- i •til •ionjsof hi-_part we Abp 
r~eview r~e ornmlen~d_ atiqnsA£CiR CPD __C~ommiIt•e £-=6. _ E g.yR•~ i 

Key definitions are provided in Section P.3. For clarity of definition in Part P, reliance was placed upon 
NUREG- 1140, A Regulatory Analysis on Emergency Preparedness for Fuel Cycle and Other 
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Radioactive Material Licensees (January 1988). The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Federal 
Emergency Management Administration, U.S. Department of Energy and U.S. Department of 
Transportation also have significant roles in emergency preparedness. Some Part P definitions are based 
on EPA 400-R-92-001, Manual of Protective Action Guides and Protective Actions for Nuclear 
Incidents, May 1992. In addition, cognizance was taken of the relevant International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA) guides, including the International Nuclear Event Scale for prompt communication of 
safety significance and IAEA Safety Series I, numbers 115 and 109.  

As prescribed by P.4, a license application must either (1) provide a contingency plan for responding to 
any accident in which specified quantities of radioactive material (Appendix A to Part P) could be 
released from the licensed site or (2) show that 0.01 Sievert (1 rem) total effective dose equivalent or 
0.05 Sievert (5 rems) to the thyroid will not be exceeded by any accident. The applicant's dose 
calculation may take into account the factors in Section P.5.  

The applicant's contingency plan must contain the information in Sections P.6a through P.61. Section P.7 
requires comment on the contingency plan to be solicited from offsite response organizations including, 
but not limited to, local fire, police, ambulance and hospital services.  

Section P.8 relates Part P to the public information requirements of the Emergency Planning and 
Community Right-to-Know Act of 1986, Title III, Pub. L. 99-499, pertaining to hazardous materials.  
Sections P.9 and P. 10 specify required training, drills and exercises.  

Section P.11 specifies what must be done in cases when the plan is put into action. Section P.12 
specifies how often the contingency plan is to be revised and how revision is to be done. Section P. 13 
contains recordkeeping requirements.  

This Part was based upon existing US Nuclear Regulatory Commission and state regulations 
(AR indicates Arkansas, CO indicates Colorado, and IL indicates Illinois). Wording was used for some 
provisions from AR RH-403g, adopted August 15, 1990, CO 3.9.11, effective January 1, 1994, and IL 
330.500.  

Part P is not intended to regulate radioactive material "in transport". See 49 CFR 172.600-604, in 
particular 49 CFR 172.602. Part P may relate to a licensed shipper or a facility with potential 
responsibility for an offsite radioactive material transportation accident.  

Specific Provisions 

Section P. 1 - Purpose. Part P specifies requirements on a licensee for accidents only. The relationship 
of "accident" and "incident" is that in the International Basic Safety Standards and International Atomic 
Energy Agency International Nuclear Event Scale. This is reflected in P.2b and later in Part P. The key 
distinction between accident and incident is whether a public dose limit is likely to be exceeded or not.  
The International Atomic Energy Agency usage fits a wider range of licensees than United States 
government agency usages and is more self-consistent and less confusing. The International Atomic 
Energy Agency usage differs semantically from (1) the use of the word "incident" in reporting abnormal 
occurrences and also (2) the fixed facility definition of "nuclear incident" (EPA 400-R-92-001, p. 1-1), 
which includes "accidents", both "deliberate or accidental" releases, and the possibility of release "in 
sufficient quantity to warrant consideration of protective actions" (EPA 400-R-92-001, p. 1-1 & A-2).  
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Section P.3 - Definitions. The definitions in Part P have been judiciously crafted for clarity in their 
application by state radiation control staff. For example, some planners use a definition of "abnormal 
exposure condition", defined as when a source, or the radiation from it, is not under control. The Part P 
definitions do not include abnormal exposure or potential exposure in order to avoid the multiple and 
often confusing meanings of "exposure" in radiation protection and hazardous material regulation.  

As used in this Part, "accident" is defined (1) semi-quantitatively in relation to public dose in excess of 
regulatory limits (consonant with both 10 CFR and the International Atomic Energy Agency), then (2) 
also in relation to consequences of the unintended event and whether facility protection or safety are 
degraded. The phrase "in sufficient quantity to warrant consideration of protective actions" is from the 
definition of a "nuclear incident" in EPA 400-R-92-00 1.  

Some definitions of "accident" refer to the loss of normal control of a source. This is not included in 
Part P. Some definitions include "loss" of radioactive material. For Part P, "release" is sufficient.  

Other phrases considered but not included in the definition of j"accident" were: "unauthorized release of 
radioactive material due to human error or negligence, system failure, an act of God, or defective 
components", as well as theft.  

Al1thou ghg .NRd~o e~s n~ot spe.•ifc•Ily de•f!_n"a.ee t_~i~d¢ rt'•. it_ do~e~s Jist 0! .ssifiations of accide~nts s .•b~e.i n~g 
at~eMr- _gsite. _••~~_e = ar a _ plO_ R §3 _hAW)ii.  

The definition of alert is essentially idgenttie ra!_tqgom-10 CFR___4_., 4 .,..d - . which says alert 
M CanI5_-e_V~ents M a~y__o_9__Cm _-ss, __oha e__ogccg w _ed -th Ic~ud lead to a releQ of radio active.  

maeriabutthat th . release ins etxpe.ttreuireaesponse boy.ffste,_reSpn organi•.tl~ns to 
P r ______1a$ _•_•fat¢ T h e tre ____ '• _i lar "even t" is__us_e _d foar defi nit men s~s _an d eif _t_. ra _h er 

than plural "events".  

CR CPD pT(r edniilatdef!_niti.onenhat¢eMJ lightly. CRCDopQsed that.aitV''e iefinedi toQ1 

nieanQL5_~a orciet ri 
degradation of the level of safety of the fa9ity ad Lequires response. possibly including hat off-duty e - c-i-------- --------- -t o tenti
rAel e as.e .o f r adi. o a.tiye iaterad is r-0e. p.e.ted o reuireD p a r sonseub yff-sitroskonsorganatinosa.o 

p~r~o~tc~t p~e, rspooffs~te _e.unless thesitI~atio~e_,s..oreserouThe phrase "may occur" is too general 
and isn't time-bound, so the word "imminent" is used. The references to "off-duty staff' and "duty 
stations" help make very clear the distinction between "alert" and "site area emergency".  

NRCfQund the proposedPa~rtPd ntion to be s~u tvdiffer rom 10 CFR §30.4 thati 
cause confusion, The differences cited aU LeQ additional information provided (type of on-site and off

sitegemspnse an - Qbý 
p~roided edin guidan~ce. Th~eUS. ___ ur~.aRegi •!t•oCvom~miss.i~o .ntated in_ aj unel• 2,_200 le__tt.er~that the 

&e-fi-noiisidh_•_besscn ialli ntical tomeet comatfilit- c as defin _inQffice__ State 
and Tribal Programs (STP) Procedure sA4-200.  

A definition of "emergency" is added in the sense of EPA 400-R-92-001 (danger to life and property).  

The definition of "Emergency Planning Zone" is from federal guides.
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The definition of "evacuation" is from EPA 400-R-92-00 1, p. A-1.  

The definition of "event" is meant to be general.  

The definition of "exercise" is from federal guides.  

"A definition of "facility" or "fixed facility" is not included at this time.  

"A definition of "general emergency" is added in brackets. This would possibly apply in a state 
evaluating an irradiator facility accident or fire at a radiopharmaceutical laboratory and if a state were to 
at some future time regulate certain U.S. Department of Energy facilities. The 1989 and 1995 U.S.  
Nuclear Regulatory Commission NUREG documents and Federal Register notices upon which Part P is 
based do not anticipate this class of response for non-nuclear-power-plant licenses.  

NRC in its Junej12, 2000 lettjer t CRCPDcites-theStateme•tsoQfCo.-sideratonforfrtheNRC emerge nc 
plnmeA5 R 14 4 '17,iL2 I9Q1seNU E 4I4 

"For y rrgnar I emergcy ee~ans tharils___psjbility__fy&¶yar~g• 

releases thatwcould euse acuteqr diiationeff ects miles frmthe p Neithear relases nor dos 

of -thmoseagpitupdes cQuld result froQ acidentsafuel ycleo ro adioctive matefia!• 
facilities. Therefore, the geneal eamergency class is not used for these facilities." 

States are advised to consider this premise in deciding whether to includerecdtbracketed 

dejinti-On- 6 nf eral emency".  

A definition of "immediate" is included ("15 minutes" is from NUREG-0654), with provision for 
flexibility.  

A definition of "incident" as used internationally is included. Incident is not used at this time in any 
regulatory requirement of Part P. NR-C-in-itsJun--e- -2-Q---• tteLrtQ-CR-CPD -i.ges-ted-t ue-of-the 
term "incident" has the potential to cause confusion on the part of licensees. "Incident" is not used in 
NR C e~gu.!_ati•on._. N&_C re gizs ha th _a__P .P~rtdJisn•ir•_ihesj'inecide• Iflhforn "_'a¢_i deCnt'_.on! 

event at level of significanceto_ safet higheevr th-af an• nciden thatis an_ alert_ -rite ae emerg e ency, 
req ui res _a oti ngny.c.=an__ Refe n~co '_ci~de_....' i~s eoet�j ~�o ei-toav oidconfusion.  

The definition of "offsite response organizations" is taken from wording in 60 FR 32430-32442, 
modified by replacing "for example" with "including, but not limited to," and replacing "medical" with 
"ambulance and hospital services".  

The definition of "projected dose" is from EPA 400-R-92-001, p. A-2.  

The definition of "protective action" is from 10 CFR. For comparison, the definition in EPA 
400-R-92-001, p. A-2, is: "An activity conducted in response to an incident or potential incident to avoid 
or reduce radiation dose to members of the public (sometimes called a protective measure)".  

The definition of "protective action guide" is condensed from EPA 400-R-92-001, p. A-3, which has: 
"The projected dose to reference man, or other defined individual, from an accidental release of 
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radioactive material at which a specific protective action to reduce or avoid that dose is warranted." 

The definition of "relocation" is from EPA 400-R-92-001, p. A-3.  

The definition of "sheltering" is from EPA 400-R-92-001, p. A-3.  

The definition of "site" is generically adapted from state radiation regulations (e.g. CO'1.4). It includes 
the term "restricted area", which is defined in Part A, and also includes a sub-definition of site boundary.  
whi-Ch is-from-10 CFR §20.l0Q3, 

The definition of "site area emergency" is M .ssntiallyident in 10 CFR30 w hy• 
jixarin regrmgency means yvntsray occur. are iB_.Qp riLe__r have occurk__d that could lead to a 

sigmificant release of radioactive material and that could reuire a resnonse by offsite response 
oazisorttt Thereferred singular "event" is used for definiteness and 

enforceability, rather than plural "events".  

CRCPD proposed a similar definition, enhanced slightly. CRCPD oroprosed that "site area emergency 
bedefi ned to etat accident has o ino g r is imminent which invov t r 
probable major failures of facility functions needed for the protection of the public. A site area 
erencyj will -remuirecontacwi op__nsguffie=.  

NR1C found the proposed Part P definiiontobe sufficniey different from 10 CFR D30.4 that it needs to 
meet compatibility category A. as defined in Office of State and Tribal Programs (STP) Procedure SA

00. NRC's definitionjissaaid (June2:2000 lattr) te he thrhl for a site ara emergency 4t 
events that could lead to a significant release and could require a response by offsite response 
rganiztIQntrotect persons off-site, NRC interets the Part P definition to use a higher threshold 

than the NRC's "could require" contact with off-site response organizations to protect persons off-site.  
_with-theres5ultthha•_as' rea -rency is decladr eson_•byNR_• 

Section P.4 - Dose Evaluation and Contingency Planning. A 10 mSv effective dose equivalent is used, 
consistent with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission administrative threshold to determine whether 
a contingency plan is required. AR uses 5 mSv. "Projected dose" is "in the absence of protective 
actions", thus, the 10 mSv administrative level (10 times the 10 CFR Part 20 annual limit for an 
individual member of the public) is in part because in practice (1) actual dose may well be less than 1 
mSv and (2) the plan is to prepare (and help prevent) a potential as well as an actual accident. For IAEA, 
"accident" is at the prescribed public total effective dose equivalent limit, while "incident" is 0.1 of the 
total effective dose equivalent limit for a member of the public.  

Since Appendix A, footnote 1, provides for combinations of materials, "quantities" is used in P.4 and the 
title to Appendix A.  

The word "maximum" was not included, since it adds no meaning to "not exceed".  

Section P.5 - Evaluation of Potential Dose. Part P uses language from Illinois, "may take into account 
whether", rather than 10 CFR and Arkansas, which use "One or more of the following factors may be
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used to support an evaluation submitted under this section." NR-Ci n itsJun!e 2,2900 -ltter9observed 
that the rationale for not including §30.32g(2)(vii)is that it i jsin.luded in P.5e, 

Section P.5b - Evaluation of Potential Dose. The wording "because of the way it is stored or packaged" 
(AR) is used rather than "due to the method of storage or packaging" (IL).  

Section P.5f - Evaluation of Potential Dose. The phrase "or larger than" (IL) is added to the 10 CFR 
phrasing.  

Section P.5g - Evaluation of Potential Dose. "Other factors appropriate for the specific facility" as 
included by NRC, AR & CO but excluded by IL, is not added to P.5g. P.5e probably includes this 
flexibility.  

Section P.6 - Contents of a Contingency Plan. Part P uses IL "shall" rather than AR "must".  

To make explicit the accountable and dynamic nature of the contingency planning document, Part P 
includes "in separate sections having each page labeled with a date and revision number." 

Section P.6e - Contents of a Contingency Plan. P.6e includes both incidents and accidents, since the 
ALARA principle applies to both. Radiological exposure controls for both onsite and offsite response 
personnel are to be included.  

Section P.6h.ii. - Contents of a Contingency Plan. This provision is based on 60 FR 32441.  
Notification is by telephone only, since facsimile or electronic mail can go for hours or days before being 
read. Arrangements for backup communication and 24-hour capability are required.  

Section P.6h.iii. - Contents of a Contingency Plan. This provision is from 60 FR 32441.  

Section P.6j.ii. - Contents of a Contingency Plan. The phrase "radiation workers and non-radiation 
workers including off-site responders" was substituted for "personnel" in order to be explicitly consistent 
with the recent clarification in 10 CFR of radiation and non-radiation worker and to make it clear that 
training include responders.  

Section P.6k.i. Contents of a Contingency Plan. Quarterly is a usual frequency of communication 
drills.  

Section P.6k.ii. - Contents of a Contingency Plan. A biennial frequency is required, with at least one 
drill in between which combines some of the principal functional areas of the licensee's emergency 
response capabilities.  

Section P.6k.iv - Contents of a Contingency Plan. The most probable scenario may be a minor event.  
Drills and exercises are to deal with events up to and including the maximum credible accident.  

Section P.6k.v. - Contents of a Contingency Plan. Since it can be helpful to have participants think 
about an exercise in advance, the question of whether scenarios are announced or unannounced is left to 
be "prescribed in the contingency plan." NUREG-0654 evidently doesn't require that participants not 
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know the scenario,,alt Q s th shall not be known 
to most exercise palticipants".  

Section P.7 - Comment from Offsite Response Organization. 60 FR 32433 discusses whether 
amendments should also be subject to 60-day comment specification.  

The phrase "including, but not limited to, local fire, ambulance, and hospital emergency response 
officials" was added for explicitness.  

Section P.1 lb - Plan Implementation. The word "immediately" (IL) is used, consonant with the 
definition in P.3j. 10 CFR and AR include "not later than one hour after the licensee declares an 
emergency." Per 60 FR 32435, one commenter on ISFSI emergency response advocated 15 minutes.  

Section P. 12a - Plan Revision. 10 CFR "report" is modified to "provide" (meaning "send in").  

Section P. 12b - Plan Revision. Plan revisions are to be "in writing", to make explicit that Agency 
approval is to be documented not just verbal.  

Based on comments, the second sentence was added: "For information purposes only, updates of 
individual names, titles, assignments of responsibility, and telephone numbers are to be reported to the 
Agency and to affected offsite response organizations within 30 days." 

Appendix A - Quantities of Radioactive Materials Requiring Consideration of the Need for a 
Contingency Plan for Responding to a Release. In the table (10 CFR Part 30.72, Schedule C) of 
"quantities of radioactive materials requiring consideration of the need for an emergency plan for 
responding to a release", naturally occurring and accelerator-produced radioactive materials are covered 
by limits for "any other beta-gamma emitter", "any other alpha emitter" and other special case.  

Matters for Future Consideration 

These matters for future consideration came from state radiation control agency comments and from 
federal and state agency documents used by the working group.  

1. The working group will consider the following regarding definitions in Sec. P.3: 

a. sileelTe relationship o "accident" and "incident" is4hat-in the International 
Basic Safety Standards and International Atomic Energy Agency International Nuclear 
Event Scale, deserves closer comparison e d-be ade-to usaes in the United States.te 
the definifeons in the Intermational Nule~ar Evcnt Scale Users' Manual.  

hifonno-it~onnmh mcavt 9 is rea i"l'Aflab~~ 

httpiwww. i 

http:!/_ _wj wa..orgnnusfeLnuf3!_ine.htn 
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b. The definition of "emergency" could be refined in comparison to the usages of the U.S.  
Environmental Protection Agency and Federal Emergency Management Agency.  

c. The word "demonstration" may be preferable to "exercise".  

d. A definition of "facility", or reference to one elsewhere, for example, "fixed facility" or 
"facility alert", could be made.  

e. A definition of "protective measure", used as different from "protective action" by some 
possession-only license holders to distinguish between onsite and offsite emergency 
preparedness needs, could be added.  

f. A definition of "release fraction" could be included.  

g. Define "respirable size range" in relation to Sec. P.5c, perhaps by citing an American 
National Standards Institute or similar reference.  

h. Reexamine the basis for and piercciXc dddihffrejne bbetweeaNRcs lheIAEA-bsed 
proposed CRCPD usages related to site area em~ergency.  

i. -Define "solubility" in relation to Sec. P.5c, perhaps by citing an American National 
Standards Institute or similar reference.  

2. The working group will consider deriving specific release fraction values for naturally occurring 
radionuclides to be added to the table in Appendix A, "Quantities of Radioactive Materials 
Requiring Consideration of the Need for a Contingency Plan for Responding to a Release". This 
matter is interrelated with the potential necessity of calculations using revised methods and 
definitions prior to modifying table entries.  

a. An updated methodology could be used to calculate estimated offsite dose and to relate 
the release fraction to the calculated total effective dose equivalent. An updated 
methodology would use and likely replace the present basis, as found in pages 70-101 of 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission NUREG-1 140, January 1988.  

b. The table values at present do not reflect differences in the chemical state of an element 
and also the type of material (paper, metal, liquid, etc.) as they might modify the release 
fraction.  

c. The table values pertain to releases which are airborne. Scenarios exist for waterborne 
releases that require a response plan.  

d. An updated methodology will likely use a revised definition for release fraction.
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e. Release fraction table values could be calculated for specific naturally occurring and 
accelerator produced radionuclides (in particular 226Ra, 57Co, 67Gallium, "'In, and 
20°Thallium). These nuclides could then be added to the table in Appendix A.  

3. The working group will consider adding additional specifications of the kind usually required for 
nuclear power plants, uranium enrichment facilities or an interim spent fuel storage installation.  
Some of these specifications may be more appropriately included in regulatory guidance.  
Alternatively, such specifications could be added to Part P in brackets, as optional regulatory 
language.  

Requirements which could be considered include: 

a. Sec. P.6b: When radioactive material inventories or industrial applications change, the 
license should be required to change the offsite release scenarios, making the contingency 
plan inventory- and process-specific.  

b. Sec. P.6d: Specifications for the type of monitoring, for example, area monitors.  

c. Sec. P.6e: Description of radiological exposure controls should specifically state how 
exposure is estimated (whether based on source term measurements or field airborne 
radioactivity detectors) and minimized, including how authorization, if any, to exceed 
limits or guidelines is obtained.  

d. Sec. P.6e: Description of radiological exposure controls should explicitly state whether 
respirators will be used, and, if so, whether they're maintained and whether workers 
receive medical exams.  

e. Sec. P6.g.ii.: Description of responsibilities should explicitly state the role of site 
Radiation Protection Officer. State radiation control programs expect the Radiation 
Protection Officer to be responsible, since the Radiation Protection Officer will usually 
have the best information regarding current uses and inventory.  

f. Sec. P6.g.iii.: Capabilities and notification procedures of offsite response personnel 
should be documented, with clearly defined roles and 24-hour telephone and pager 
numbers.  

g. Sec. P6.g.iii.: The description should identify how contractors will be coordinated.  

h. Sec. P.6j.ii.: Hazard training should conform to specifications of the Occupation Safety 
and Health Administration for hazardous waste operations (HAZWOPER).  

i. Sec. P.6k.i.: Communications drills should be monthly.  

j. Sec. P. 6k.ii.: Radiological/health physics drills should be conducted every year with a 
medical emergency every other year.
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k. Sec P.6k.iii.: Fire/ambulance services should be invited to participate every other year.  

1. Sec. P.6k.v.: Explicitly state a frequency of unannounced drills or exercises (being 
unannounced is not necessary every time).  

m. Sec. P. 1 Oa: An exercise should be conducted each year and deficiencies corrected before 
the subsequent drill or exercise is conducted.  

n. Sec. P. 1 Ob: Be more explicit about who is to do the critique and evaluation, for example.  
the licensee Radiation Protection Officer.  

o. Sec. P. 1Oc: Here or in a footnote, be explicit as to whether the Agency is required to 
participate. The Agency should observe or participate every two years.  

p. Sec. P.12: A process for maintaining, updating and distributing controlled copies to 
onsite and offsite response organizations and to the public should be required.  

4. In Sec. P.4, a 1 mSv (100 mrem) may be a more consistent threshold for requiring a contingency 
plan. As an alternative, a smaller scale of contingency planning (strictly onsite emergency 
planning) could be required for the 1 mSv to 10 mSv range.  

5. Clarify how the thyroid (iodine) special dose limit, included by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission in 1989, is best understood in relation to total effective dose equivalent.  

6. By analogy to the environmental report requirement for some radioactive material licensees, 
consider providing discretion to the Agency by adding "Notwithstanding P.4a., if the Agency 
determines a credible accident may affect the quality of the human environment by reason of 
exposure to radiation, a contingency plan for mitigation shall be included in the application." 

7. A question which remains is whether to require delineation of an "emergency planning zone" of 
set radius, for example 10 miles, or perhaps 1-5 miles as regarded appropriate for an Interim 
Spent Fuel Storage Installation by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission in the June 22, 
1995, 60 FR 32430-32442, Emergency Planning Licensing Requirements for Independent Spent 
Fuel Storage Facilities (ISFSI) and Monitored Retrievable Storage Facilities (MRS), 10 CFR Part 
72, Final Rule.  

8. Part P contains minimal requirements for public information. If a reasonable likelihood existed 
for offsite consequences of a credible accident, a public education program could let people 
know ahead of time, possibly through a warning system. If protective action by the public is part 
of the contingency plan, a description of how the public will be trained in what might happen and 
how to perform the action (such as removal and disposition of contamination). If no such 
likelihood exists, the licensee's contingency plan could still describe who is responsible for 
public information and how news releases will be coordinated.
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9. Consider whether Part P might be strengthened by a provision for the Agency to take possession 
of radioactive material in emergency.  

10. Consider whether Part P might be strengthened by a provision for the Agency to assert Agency 
authority for access to accident site for specific purposes.  

11. Consider whether Part P might be strengthened by a provision for the Agency to have certain 
capabilities in place.
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